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Abstract
An unsupervised human action modeling framework can
provide useful pose-sequence representation, which can be
utilized in a variety of pose analysis applications. In this
work we propose a novel temporal pose-sequence modeling
framework, which can embed the dynamics of 3D human-
skeleton joints to a continuous latent space in an efficient
manner. In contrast to end-to-end framework explored by
previous works, we disentangle the task of individual pose
representation learning from the task of learning actions as
a trajectory in pose embedding space. In order to realize a
continuous pose embedding manifold with improved recon-
structions, we propose an unsupervised, manifold learning
procedure named Encoder GAN, (or EnGAN). Further we
use the pose embeddings generated by EnGAN to model hu-
man actions using a bidirectional RNN auto-encoder archi-
tecture, PoseRNN. We introduce first-order gradient loss to
explicitly enforce temporal regularity in the predicted mo-
tion sequence. A hierarchical feature fusion technique is
also investigated for simultaneous modeling of local skele-
ton joints along with global pose variations. We demon-
strate state-of-the-art transfer-ability of the learned rep-
resentation against other supervisedly and unsupervisedly
learned motion embeddings for the task of fine-grained ac-
tion recognition on SBU interaction dataset. Further, we
show the qualitative strengths of the proposed framework
by visualizing skeleton pose reconstructions and interpola-
tions in pose-embedding space, and low dimensional prin-
cipal component projections of the reconstructed pose tra-
jectories.
1. Introduction
Supervised deep learning methods have exhibited
promising results for the task of action recognition from 3D
skeletal pose [26, 14, 9]. However performance of these
methods highly relies on availability of large number of di-
∗equal contribution - listed alphabetically by first names
verse data samples with annotated action labels. From the
perspective of unsupervised feature learning, action-label
agnostic feature representation can generalize to various
novel classes in contrast to the acquired feature representa-
tion from a supervised counterpart. Moreover, a generalized
representation of temporal pose dynamics can be used as an
initial step to facilitate various different tasks like analyt-
ics of gymnastics, dance motion data, sports bio-mechanics,
3D film production, motion transfer to humanoid robots etc.
Under the umbrella of unsupervised learning methods, a
generative approach to model the temporal dynamics of hu-
man pose can easily be extended not only for action recog-
nition but also for temporal pose generation and future pre-
diction tasks. Hence, there is a need for an efficient unsuper-
vised pose modeling approach which can serve various dif-
ferent tasks with an improved transferability. In contrast to
an end-to-end framework [10, 2] for representation and syn-
thesis of pose dynamics, we propose a novel pose-sequence
modeling strategy. Previous works [16, 13] train a single
end to end model for handling two different complex tasks
of predicting plausible human pose, along with modeling
the temporal dynamics and hence, are not scalable. In con-
trast to such black-box approaches, we plan to separately
model a distribution of plausible human poses and further
use that to model the sequential dynamics of an action.
We propose a novel generative adversarial network
(GAN) with an encoder setup designed specifically to have
a good hold on the latent representation z, which can pro-
duce a given 3D pose, x. In a usual GAN setup, one opti-
mizes over the latent representation z∗ to generate a recon-
structed pose x′ = G(z∗) such that |x − x′| is minimized
[24]. Note that this is an iterative optimization process
and hence time consuming. To avoid such iterative process
in later steps we simultaneously train an encoder Poseenc
such that, z = Poseenc(x) can be obtained in a single in-
ference. In the proposed Encoder-GAN (EnGAN) setup we
simultaneously learn the generator, Posedec(z) along with
the encoder Poseenc(x). This leads us to the question -
why not use a simple auto encoder instead of EnGAN? One
of the major benefit of employing a GAN framework is that,
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it can learn a continuous latent embedding subspace in con-
trast to the latent space learned by a simple auto-encoder
setup. Hence, EnGAN enables us to randomly sample plau-
sible human pose interpolations in the continuous embed-
ding space between two diverse pose representations. This
also facilitates better modeling of pose dynamics, repre-
sented as a continuous trajectory in the learned embedding
space. Detailed training procedure of EnGAN is discussed
in Section 3.2. Parenthetically, the proposed pose embed-
ding model can also be used in applications related to 3D
pose estimation to deliver plausible 3D pose from various
types of 2D projection information.
In this paper we model skeleton sequence dynamics, rep-
resenting a particular action as a trajectory in the pose em-
bedding space. For long temporal sequences a single Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN) fails to efficiently model both
short-term and long-term trajectory variations. However, in
the available action recognition datasets, the cues specific
to a particular action might have performed for a short time
span. Thus, we employ a stacked two layer bidirectional
RNN to effectively model diverse pose dynamics by de-
signing a RNN auto-encoder architecture, PoseRNN. Cou-
ple of recent approaches [13, 2, 10] have also explored such
RNN auto-encoder setup but in a fully end-to-end fashion.
These approaches provide raw joint coordinates directly to
the RNN encoder and consequently the decoder is trained
to reconstruct back the raw skeleton joint coordinates. In
contrast to such approaches we absolutely disentangle the
learning of pose embedding from the learning of tempo-
ral pose dynamic in a much efficient manner. Note that, in
the proposed PoseRNN we feed the sequence of pose em-
bedding feature and following this the decoder is trained
to deliver the pose embedding feature instead of the raw
joint coordinates. This disentanglement of tasks allows us
to train the pose modeling network in a complete unsuper-
vised setup, over a large amount of unannotated human 3D
skeleton data. We also explore a hierarchical feature fusion
technique to fuse local joint level features and individual
limb representations along with the global pose embedding.
This helps to effectively address action samples focusing
on local joint dynamics such as; playing with a tablet, typ-
ing on a keyboard, writing, etc. We also incorporate a di-
rect loss on the predicted skeleton joint with an additional
first order gradient based loss to explicitly encourage tem-
poral regularity. Finally we demonstrate effectiveness of the
learned trajectory embedding for the task of action recogni-
tion in multiple datasets with minimal supervision on anno-
tated samples.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows;
• A novel generative architecture for human pose data
(EnGAN), which can effectively learn a continuous la-
tent space simultaneously with an encoder setup facil-
itating one-shot inference.
• A novel method of hierarchical feature fusion with
loss on the end task of skeleton joint prediction fol-
lowed by incorporation of first order temporal regu-
larity to improve human motion generation, which can
facilitate learning of more general motion features.
• Clear demonstration of effectiveness of both EnGAN
and the EnGAN-PoseRNN combination against avail-
able unsupervised approaches. We also demonstrate
state-of-the-art transferability of the learned represen-
tation against other supervisedly and unsupervisedly
learned motion embeddings for the task of fine-grained
action recognition on SBU interaction dataset.
2. Related Work
2.1. Supervised action recognition
There is a cluster of previous arts on the use of Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN) based models for the task of
action recognition from sequence of 3D skeleton joint coor-
dinates. Du et al. [5, 4] proposed an hierarchical end-to-end
bidirectional RNN architecture inspired from the kinematic
tree representation of limb connections. They use LSTM
subnetwork to model 5 different body parts viz. two arms,
two legs and one trunk and hierarchically combine limb rep-
resentations in further layers. For efficient learning of part-
based dynamics, Shahroudy et al. [19] propose to initially
split the memory cell of LSTM into part-based sub-cells fol-
lowed by late fusion of features for action recognition in-
stead of modeling the full body as a whole. Zhu et al. [28]
propose a co-occurrence learning regularization approach
by introducing fully connected layer between LSTM net-
work to encourage learning of general connections without
using kinematic tree supervision. Liu et al. [14] introduced
a new gating technique in LSTM to explicitly handle noise
and occlusion in input data. They also extended LSTM ar-
chitecture to work on the spatio-temporal domain to facil-
itate efficient modeling of joint dependencies. To further
utilize the action specific local cues in an explicit fashion,
Song et al. [21] adopted a spatio-temporal attention mecha-
nism to selectively focus on discriminative joints in a frame
along with an additional attention level on representations
from different time steps. Hu et al. [9] proposed temporal
perceptive network (TPNet), where they designed a tempo-
ral convolutional subnetwork embedded between the RNN
layers to efficiently model short-term pose dynamics. To ex-
plicitly model joint dependencies along with temporal pose
dynamics, Wang et al. [23] proposed a two-stream RNN ar-
chitecture with different streams for temporal dynamics and
spatial configuration.
2.2. Human motion synthesis.
Here we provide an overview of the previous works re-
lated to 3D skeleton synthesis or prediction. To learn a man-
ifold of human motion data, Holden et al. [8] used convo-
lutional autoencoders to learn the prior probability distri-
bution of plausible pose representation. Akhter et al. [1]
proposed pose-prior by learning pose-dependent joint an-
gle limits, which can be used to avoid prediction of un-
ambiguous 3D pose. Fragkiadaki et al. [6] proposed an
Encoder-Recurrent-Decoder (ERD) architecture for jointly
learning skeleton embedding along with temporal pose fore-
casting. Recently Martinez et al. [16] proposed a sequence-
to-sequence architecture with residual connections to model
the short-term motion predictions using sampling based
loss. In the proposed unsupervised human motion model-
ing approach we have followed an entirely new direction.
The disentanglement of pose modeling with respect to the
sequential nature of pose dynamics not only achieves im-
proved pose generation results but also learns a general-
ized trajectory embedding space, delivering state-of-the-art
transferability for action recognition performance.
3. Approach
In this section we describe the proposed pose manifold
learning methodology along with the carefully carried out
preprocessing steps to make EnGAN invariant to transla-
tion, view and scale, both at global as well as at skeleton-
joint level. The adopted preprocessing steps not only im-
proves learning of efficient pose manifold but also facilitates
efficient training of PoseRNN encoder-decoder setup by ex-
ploiting the disentangled canonical-pose and global position
parameters. In further part of this section we elaborate the
learning procedure of PoseRNN followed by utilization of
hierarchical feature fusion relevant for fine-grained action
recognition.
3.1. Canonical pose representation
The raw X, Y, Z positions of the skeleton-joints in the
world coordinate-system are converted to root relative joint
positions, by shifting the origin to the pelvis joint.
On each temporal sequence of these Root Relative
joint positions, SavitzkyGolay filter is applied for motion
smoothing. This is followed by Kinematic Skeleton Fitting,
where each joint is represented in Polar Coordinate system
with reference to its parent joint, in the kinematic skeleton
tree. Scale of each skeleton sample is normalized to ensure
fixed length of a particular limb across all pose samples.
Further, we define a View Invariant, Skeleton Coordinate
System, whose coordinate axes (X, Y and Z) are represented
in terms of the skeleton-joint positions in the Root Relative
Coordinate System. A sequential rotational transform is ap-
plied about X, Y and Z axes, with the angular changes α, β
and γ respectively, on the joint positions in the Root Rela-
tive Coordinate System to get the corresponding skeleton in
View Invariant Skeleton Coordinate System.
Now, keeping the location of torso joints fixed, we rep-
resent the remaining joints in the coordinate system defined
at their respective parent joints, using Global to Local Co-
ordinate Conversion [1]. This is done to capture the most
relevant joint-level local variations, which are agnostic to
the changes in the skeleton at global level. We define this
final form as Canonical Pose Representation.
The above mentioned carefully selected preprocessing
steps helps to model accurate priors of 3D human pose in-
dependent of global variations. Our pose embedding model
also follows a hierarchical limb based feature fusion to ef-
ficiently model correlation between joints and limbs. This
facilitates learning of an embedding space with improved
generalization avoiding invalid 3D pose samples.
3.2. Learning pose embedding framework EnGAN
Consider xreal ∈ Xreal as a sample of canonical pose
representation obtained from the above mentioned transfor-
mations on the raw 3D skeleton joint coordinates. Consider-
ing p(xreal) as the distribution of canonical pose represen-
tation, we plan to learn a latent representation zreal ∈ Zreal
such that, zreal = Poseenc(xreal). Here, we constraint
distribution of latent representation to be in the domain of
[−1, 1] along all the 32 dimensions of latent representation
z. One of major distinguishing factor of EnGAN is that, it
efficiently learns the backward projection from X to Z si-
multaneously with the learning of a continuous latent man-
ifold as seen in case of Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN). Moreover Variational Autoencoder (VAE) is also
not a suitable choice with regard to the specific requirement
of an efficient back projection, i.e. z = Poseenc(x). In a
VAE setup, efficient generation capability with continuous
latent manifold modeling is achieved by careful balancing
of both Kullback-Leiber divergence and reconstruction er-
ror term in the final objective function. Also, the encoder
network of a VAE architecture predicts the parameters of
the distribution p(z|x) and hence introduces uncertainty in
prediction of exact z which can produce the given x. A
straightforward autoencoder model lacks in learning a con-
tinuous pose manifold and thus does not support an effi-
cient interpolation or traversal in the learned latent space.
To alleviate the above mentioned drawbacks of standard ap-
proaches, we propose a novel learning protocol to achieve
the specific requirement of minimum reconstruction error
simultaneously with an efficient manifold modeling.
As shown in right section of Figure 1, the entire EnGAN
setup constitutes of 3 different individual networks namely;
a) pose encoder Poseenc, b) pose decoder Posedec and c)
pose discriminator Posedisc. The architectural design is
similar across all these three networks, which is inspired
from the kinematic tree of limb connections as shown in the
left section of Figure 1. Motivated from the work of Du et
al. [5], we follow a similar hierarchical fusion of limb fea-
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Figure 1. Illustration of EnGAN Pipeline for learning skeleton pose embedding space in a hierarchical way
tures for individual pose frames in contrast to their approach
of fusing temporal information at different hierarchical lev-
els using bidirectional RNN. The five different body parts
viz. two arms, two legs and one trunk are first processed
independently and further fused in later hierarchy namely,
upper-body and lower-body representations. Towards the
end a single representation for the full-body is achieved by
fusing both upper and lower body features.
The training procedure of EnGAN can be broadly di-
vided into three consecutive steps. Motivated from the
CycleGAN [27] configuration, we first train a cycle-
autoencoder without the adversarial discriminator loss. We
sample xreal from a canonical-pose transformed dataset
whereas zrand is sampled randomly from an uniform dis-
tribution in the domain of [−1, 1]32. A schematic diagram
of variable notations along with the network arrangement is
given in Figure 1(right). While training the cyclic autoen-
coder, we utilize a sum of reconstruction loss on both xreal
and zrand, i.e. Lrecon = |xreal−xrecon|+ |zrand−zrecon|.
This reduces the reconstruction loss more aggressively to
a lower value even with a limited 32-dimensional embed-
ding space as compared to the counterpart with adversar-
ial discriminator loss. This improves quality of pose gen-
eration but lacks in learning of a continuous embedding
space, which can facilitate an efficient interpolation and
traversal. Hence, in the second step of the learning proto-
col we introduce discriminator loss using the discriminator
network, Posedisc with a combined objective function as,
L = Lrecon + λLadv . Here,
Ladv =− EXreal [log (Posedisc(Xreal))]
− EZrand [log (1− (Posedisc(Posedec(Zrand))))]
However, we introduced Ladv initially with a very less
weighting value of λ = λ0 as compared to the default
Lrecon loss. In further step, we gradually increase the value
of weighting factor to 10 ∗ λ0. Note that, here Ladv is ap-
plied on the prediction, Xfake = Posedec(Zrand) against
the true canonical pose distribution p(xreal).
3.3. Learning trajectory embedding PoseRNN
After learning the pose embedding manifold with both
forward and backward projection networks (i.e. Poseenc
and Posedec respectively), we model pose dynamics as a
trajectory in the embedding space as shown in the left sec-
tion of Figure 2. An RNN encoder decoder architecture
is incorporated to learn a representation which can embed
the trajectory information in the previously learned pose
manifold. Here, the final hidden representation of the en-
coder RNN is treated as a trajectory embedding. More-
over, focusing on the final goal of action recognition to ef-
ficiently model both short-term and long-term pose dynam-
ics, we employ a multi-layer bidirectional LSTM architec-
ture [7] for both sequence encoder and decoder RNN i.e.
biRNNenc and biRNNdec as shown in Figure 2. The con-
catenated output of both forward and backwards LSTM of
first layer is fed as input sequence to the second layer bidi-
rectional LSTM. The final trajectory embedding (or motion
embedding) is obtained from the last layer as a function
(fully-connected layer) of final hidden state representation
of both forward and backward LSTM. Similarly for decoder
RNN, we consider a bi-directional setup where initial hid-
den state of both forward and backwards LSTM is obtained
as a function of the encoded trajectory embedding. Fol-
lowing Srivastava et al. [22], for the decoder we consider
chaining of previous prediction as input for the next time-
step. Note that, while the forward LSTM decodes the tra-
jectory in forwards direction, backward LSTM decodes it
in reverse order. The final prediction of zpose sequence is
obtained as a function of outputs from both forward and
backward LSTM.
While training PoseRNN, considering the end goal of ef-
fective human motion prediction, we impose a direct loss
z’1 z’2 z’T
z1 z2 zT
Poseenc Poseenc Poseenc
BiRNNenc BiRNNenc BiRNNdec BiRNNdec BiRNNdec
Posedec Posedec Posedec
x1 x2 xT
x’T x’T-1 x’1
Classification 
Layer
Action Sequence as trajectories in 
pose manifold (M)
z1 z2 z3 z4 z5
Trajectory 
embedding
BiRNNenc
Figure 2. End-to-end architecture of PoseRNN for learning actions as a trajectory in pose manifold, enabling classification over the learned
trajectory embedding
on the predicted x′t sequence i.e. x
′
t = Pose
dec(z′t)
with frozen parameters of Posedec network from the En-
GAN training. Hence, instead of minimizing
∑
t |z′t −
zt|, we minimize the following loss function; LreconRNN =∑
t |x′t − xt|. Additionally to enforce temporal consis-
tency, we define δxt = |xt − xt−1| and similarly δx′t
is defined to formulate a first order smoothness loss as;
LgradRNN =
∑
t |δx′t − δxt|. Finally the full PoseRNN
framework is trained using a combined loss function as,
LRNN = LreconRNN + λˆLgradRNN . This greatly improves the
motion reconstruction quality as compared to using only
LreconRNN as the final loss function.
As the canonical pose representation does not contain
any global view or translation information, the learned tra-
jectory embedding acquired from PoseRNN is not enough to
classify actions related to relative global position variations
e.g. giving something to other person, touch other person’s
pocket, handshaking, etc. Hence, global position and view
information is provided as an additional input along with the
output of Poseenc while training the full PoseRNN pipeline.
The corresponding reconstruction loss in also included in
the updated final loss function, LRNN with similar first or-
der smoothness constraint.
To learn improved trajectory representation, which can
encourage better action recognition results the PoseRNN
model should be able to capture local limb dynamics in a
much efficient manner along with the global pose varia-
tions. Classes like eating, drinking, touching neck, touch-
ing head, etc. significantly involves local limb and specific
skeleton joint dynamics in contrast to full-body pose vari-
ations inferred from the learned pose embedding. Further-
more, temporal interaction among the four limbs namely,
two arms and two legs can also be leveraged explicitly to
improve the modeling of local short-term trajectory dynam-
ics. However recent challenging action recognition datasets
also constitutes fine-grained categories related to very lo-
cal joint dynamics such as typing, writing, playing with
tablet, etc. Therefore to address the above mentioned chal-
lenges we propose to use features from three different lev-
els of hierarchy to efficiently model the local limb and joint
level dynamics in the proposed PoseRNN framework. As
an input representation we fuse individual limb features ac-
quired from the limb-level hierarchy of the learned Poseenc
along with the global pose vector, z. Furthermore, the root-
relative local joint coordinates are also included in the input
representation to the final PoseRNN framework. Thus, the
Poseenc takes a concatenated feature representation con-
sisting of the following; a) global pose embedding, b) four
limb embedding features from Poseenc, c) root-relative 3D
joint coordinates after scale normalization and, d) parame-
ters related to global positions (i.e translation information
from raw hip coordinates and view information - sines and
cosines - from Euler angles; α, β and γ).
4. Experimental evaluation
In this section we discuss about experimental evalua-
tions to demonstrate effectiveness of the proposed con-
figuration of EnGAN and PoseRNN, for 3D skeletal pose
modelling and sequential trajectory learning respectively.
We have trained the entire temporal pose modelling setup
with enough data samples collected from various different
datasets captured using Kinect device.
4.1. Datasets and experimental settings
NTU RGB+D Dataset [20] This Kinect captured dataset is
currently the largest dataset with RGB+D videos and skele-
ton data for human action recognition with 60 different ac-
tion category annotations. The full dataset contains 56000
sample sequences across various diverse fine-grained cat-
egories related to daily activities also including different
health-related actions. For each frame 25 joint coordinates
is provided, which are captured from different camera views
with a good diversity in face and body orientations. We
have used the available Cross-View (CV) and Cross-Subject
(CS) splits for fair evaluation of the proposed unsupervised
feature learning framework against previous state-of-the-art
methods. The given 60 action classes contains different
fine actions related to local joint movements such as typing,
writing etc. along with different multi person interaction
based categories such as ”giving something to other per-
son”, ”punching other person”, ”walking towards a per-
son”, ”pat on back of other person”, etc. To demonstrate
effectiveness of the learned trajectory embedding represen-
tation for the task of action recognition, we train a separate
fully connected classification layer on the hidden temporal
representations of biRNNenc.
SBU Kinect Interaction dataset [25]: This Kinect cap-
tured dataset is an interaction dataset consisting of 282
sequence samples across 8 different classes. We use the
standard subject independent 5-fold splits for evaluation
of our unsupervised sequential pose modelling represen-
tation against previous state-of-the-art methods. To adapt
the proposed PoseRNN architecture for multi-person inter-
action, we first apply the former biRNNenc individually on
both the sequence and then the latter classification layer is
trained from the concatenated hidden layer activations ac-
quired from the pose sequences of both the individuals.
We train two different PoseRNN frameworks for both 15
joint and 25 joint skeleton embeddings obtained from the
corresponding EnGAN training. For fair evaluation of trans-
ferability we used samples from PKU-MMD [3] dataset for
training both 15 joint and 25 joint EnGAN setup. PKU-
MMD dataset consists of 1076 video sequences across 51
action categories mostly in line with the categories of NTU
RGB+D dataset. This ensures availability of enough diver-
sity in individual pose samples and skeleton sequences for
efficient modeling of local joints to global full body varia-
tions.
4.2. Ablation study
Effectiveness of EnGAN framework: We have performed
experiments with different autoencoder setups. We also
Training Scheme Lxrecon Lzrecon Lrecon Acc
GAN (Lrecon + Ladv) 0.130 0.049 0.179 64.3%
VAE (Lxrecon + LKLD) 0.148 0.179 0.327 73.4%
Auto Encoder 0.051 0.245 0.297 87.3%
Auto Encoder (Lrecon) + Ladv 0.109 0.092 0.201 68.2%
Proposed EnGAN 0.070 0.079 0.149 58.1%
Table 1. Comparison of various training setups for EnGAN on
PKU-MMD Dataset over reconstruction capability and discrim-
inability of Critic Network. (Lower is better)
train a critic network, different from the discriminator net-
work, to distinguish the samples generated by these setups,
from the real ones. To measure the discriminability of the
critic network for a given setup, we evaluate the accuracy of
critic network on the task of classifying the generated sam-
ples as fake ones. Note that here pose-samples are generated
by sampling a random z ∼ P (z) (In this case, U(−1, 1))
and project it to x = Poseenc(z). Table 1 shows the re-
construction errors and discriminability on a held-out set of
diverse sample pose frames for different training protocols.
First we trained the complete EnGAN setup with both
Lrecon and Ladv from scratch. As it is clear from the met-
rics in Table 1 that although the first setup achieves bet-
ter performance as compared to a simple autoencoder with
only Lrecon loss, it performs quite sub-optimally for skele-
tal reconstruction, as measured by Lxrecon = |xreal −
xrecon|. In contrast to that, a plain autoencoder setup,
even though performing extremely well on just skeleton
reconstruction, shows expectedly suboptimal performance
on learning a continuous pose-manifold, as measured by
Lzrecon = |zrand − zrecon| and critic accuracy. We re-
port results on the proposed training scheme (EnGAN) of
gradually increasing the weighting factor λ associated with
Ladv in the combined loss function L. The proposed train-
ing protocol also improves reconstruction loss (Figure 4 a)
even better than the autoencoder setup by enabling learning
of a continuous pose-manifold (Figure 4 b) along with an
efficient one-shot transformation from skeletal-pose space
X to the latent space Z.
Effectiveness of trajectory embedding learned using
PoseRNN: We evaluated multiple PoseRNN setups to ob-
tain the best trajectory embedding representation, which can
reproduce the pose sequence with minimum reconstruction
loss. Effectiveness of different input representations (PJ :
Joint Positions, EP : Pose Embeddings, EL: Limb Embed-
dings) to the proposed PoseRNN setup is demonstrated in
Table 2. Use of only joint coordinates (PJ) without in-
corporating EnGAN into the PoseRNN framework delivers
suboptimal performance. This validates the effectiveness of
disentangled learning of pose and trajectory embedding for
both pose synthesis and unsupervised feature learning task.
It is also observed that due to the disentanglement of the
pose learning from sequence learning task, reconstructions
Input Features NTU PKU
(PJ) 66.1 % 75.0 %
(EP ) 71.3 % 77.3 %
(PJ) + (EP ) 74.8 % 82.4%
(PJ) + (EP ) + (EL) 78.7 % 85.9 %
Table 2. Comparison of feature fusion techniques. (PJ)-Joint Po-
sitions (EP )-Pose Embeddings (EL)-Limb Embeddings
For Sequence length = 30 For Sequence length = 90For Sequence length = 60
Figure 3. Illustrations of the pose manifold trajectories of action sequences - Ground Truth (Blue) and Reconstructed (Red) by PoseRNN,
projected to 2D via PCA. The top 2 illustrations for sequence length 30, represents trajectories with highest reconstruction losses.
of the pose embedding sequences by the proposed PoseRNN
network scales to number of frames as high as 120, which
is highly unlikely for end-to-end reconstruction framework
[13, 10] (show comparatively higher losses for reconstruc-
tion). Pose manifold trajectories of action sequences (blue -
ground truth, red - reconstructed) are illustrated in Figure 3.
It is observed that the model is able to reconstruct and gen-
erate pose trajectories fairly well for sequences as long as
120 frames, and hence efficiently captures inherent features
of an action sequence.
4.3. Comparison with existing approaches
Effectiveness of ENGAN-PoseRNN: The proposed mo-
tion modeling framework EnGAN-PoseRNN is compared
against a baseline, PoseRNN(baseline) taking raw canonical
skeleton joint coordinates by avoiding learning of pose em-
bedding (ENGAN). We also include comparison against the
convolutional auto-encoder proposed by Holden et al. [8],
by training it on the extracted canonical skeleton joint loca-
tions from NTU RGB+D dataset with input sequence length
and dimensions similar to EnGAN-PoseRNN setup. We fol-
low the exact architecture, and regularized loss function as
proposed in [8]. Table 3 holds the average reconstruction
loss of predicted poses over 120 frames on the test set. It
clearly demonstrates superior expressibility of the proposed
EnGAN-PoseRNN model in encoding the entire motion se-
quence in a single trajectory embedding vector.
Methods Average Lxrecon(t)
PoseRNN(baseline) 0.458
Holden et al. [8] 0.402
EnGAN-PoseRNN 0.342
Table 3. Comparisons of time average reconstruction loss on the
prediction of final skeleton pose on NTU dataset (120 frames).
Effectiveness of motion embedding for action recogni-
tion on NTU: Following the literature of unsupervised fea-
ture learning [17, 18], we compose two different settings
viz. a) Unsupervised and b) Semi-supervised.
In unsupervised setting, a single fully-connected clas-
sification layer (considering linear classifier) is trained on
the final trajectory embedding vector, i.e. the output of
biRNNenc. To effectively handle interaction based action
categories, the classification layer is trained on the concate-
nated trajectory embedding from two different motion se-
quences. For single subject based action categories, we
repeat the same motion sequence two times before feed-
ing it to the final classification layer. Moreover, we train
a single classification layer for both interaction and non-
interaction based action categories. We use only 40% of the
labelled training samples as it is enough to train a single
Methods
Feature
supervision
CS CV
ST-LSTM [14] Full 69.2 77.7
STA-LSTM [21] Full 73.4 81.2
TS-LSTM [11] Full 75.9 82.5
GCA-LSTM [15] Full 74.4 82.8
URNN-2L-T [12] Full 74.6 83.2
TPNet [9] Full 75.3 84.0
VA-LSTM [26] Full 79.4 87.6
VAE-PoseRNN Unsup. 56.4 63.8
Semi 61.2 69.8
PoseRNN(baseline) Unsup. 59.8 69.0
Semi 69.7 77.9
Holden et al. [8] Unsup. 61.2 70.2
Semi 72.9 81.1
EnGAN-PoseRNN Unsup. 68.6 77.8
Semi 78.7 86.5
Table 4. Comparisons on the NTU dataset, given feature supervi-
sion level, for standard Cross-Subject and Cross-View settings
A. EnGAN reconstruction B. EnGAN grid interpolation (i) EnGAN grid interpolation (ii)
Figure 4. Illustrations of the pose reconstructions quality (left) and Grid Interpolation of Skeleton Poses (right) generated from a continuous
pose-embedding manifold, by EnGAN. Note that, in the reconstruction results on the left side of the figure, each pair of skeleton represents
the ground truth skeleton (left) and reconstructed skeleton (right), respectively.
fully-connected network as compared to the full 100% used
by other fully supervised methods. Note that, while train-
ing in this setting, the parameters of the underlying Poseenc
followed by biRNNenc is kept frozen to evaluate discrim-
inability of the unsupervisely learned motion embedding.
In semi-supervised setting, we allow parameters of
biRNNenc (i.e. fine-tuning) to update along with the previ-
ously introduced classification layer (initialized from unsu-
pervised setting) on 40% of the labelled training samples.
Here, semi-supervised refers to use of semi-supervisedly
learned motion embedding in contrast to the previous un-
supervised setting.
Table 4 holds comparison of EnGAN-PoseRNN on both
unsupervised and semi-supervised setting against the same
settings of the convolutional autoencoder proposed by
Holden et al. [8]. Results clearly highlight superiority of
the proposed EnGAN-PoseRNN against the unsupervised
framework proposed by Holden et al. We also report accu-
racies of other fully supervised approaches on both cross-
subject (CS) and cross-view (CV) setup to demonstrate
competitive state-of-the-art performance.
Effectiveness of transferability on SBU Following the
motivation regarding the need of an unsupervised feature
learning framework, we plan to demonstrate transferabil-
ity (or generalixzability) of the learned trajectory embed-
ding feature from NTU to SBU dataset. Instead of train-
ing PoseRNN on SBU dataset, we plan to evaluate dis-
criminability of the learned embedding trained from NTU
dataset. For fair comparison, we first train TS-LSTM [11]
and ST-LSTM [14] (using the publicly available code) with
full supervision on NTU dataset. Then we discard the fi-
nal NTU classification layer and trained a newly introduced
SBU classification layer on 40% of labelled SBU train-
ing set. Following the previous unsupervised and semi-
supervised setting, we introduced two different settings
named a) unsupervised transfer, and b) semi-supervised
transfer. In unsupervised transfer, only the last classifica-
tion layer is trained using 40% of the labelled SBU train
set. Whereas, in semi-supervised transfer, the full network
Methods
Unsupervised
transfer
Semi-supervised
transfer
ST-LSTM [14] 73.1 87.1
TS-LSTM [11] 72.7 86.5
PoseRNN(baseline) 73.1 81.8
Holden et al. [8] 73.4 82.6
EnGAN-PoseRNN 77.0 88.2
Table 5. Comparison of transfer ability (NTU to SBU) of unsuper-
visedly learned motion feature against the supervised counterpart.
Note that fine-tuning in semi-supervised setting is performed ac-
cording to the performance on a held-out validation set.
is fine-tuned after initialization from the unsupervised trans-
fer framework.
Table 5 shows classification accuracy on unsupervised
and semi-supervised transfer setting, for both supervisedly
learned motion feature (TS-LSTM and ST-LSTM) and un-
supervisedly learned motion feature (Holden et al. and
EnGAN-PoseRNN). This clearly demonstrates generaliz-
ability of learned embedding from the proposed unsuper-
vised learning framework.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a generative model for
unsupervised feature representation learning of 3D Human
Skeleton poses and action sequences. Experimental results
and visualizations show qualitative strengths of the pro-
posed framework for temporal pose generation. We demon-
strate effectiveness and transferability of the learned trajec-
tory embedding by empirical evaluation for the same task of
fine-grained action recognition on multiple datasets, consid-
ering interaction based categories as well. Performance on
standard action recognition datasets for both unsupervised
and semi-supervised setup are competitive with fully super-
vised state-of-the-art methods.
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